H2O GO!
Ever wonder how water moves up a tree, from its roots to its
branches? To answer this question, we’ll be taking a hands-on
look at the process of water transportation in plants.
Are you ready to get absorbed in this activity?

SUPPLIES
s

1 sheet of paper towel
3 clear glasses
2 different primary colours
(red, yellow, blue) of food colouring

INSTRUCTIONS
Fill 2 of your 3 glasses halfway with water. Place them on either side of your
empty glass.
Put 5-10 drops of one food colouring in one water glass, and 5-10 drops of
the other colour in the second water glass. (Using primary colours is best,
because these two colours will combine to make a third! In our example,
red and blue will combine to make purple.)

H2O GO!
Tear the paper towel sheet in half lengthwise. Roll each half into a thin strip.
Place one end of a paper towel strip in a water glass and the other end in
the empty, middle glass. Repeat this with the second strip of paper towel,
putting one end into the remaining water glass.

Wait and watch! This is a slow process, so you may want to start your
experiment in the morning and watch it work throughout the day, or start
at night and check the results in the morning!

Show us your experiments!
@ittakesaforest
@ittakesaforest

H2O GO!
DID YOU KNOW...
There are three forces at work to move water up a tree: transpiration, root
pressure, and capillary action.
Transpiration is when water is absorbed through a plant's roots, moved
up the tree via special tissues called xylem, and then exhaled as vapour
through small pores in the leaves (called stomata). The movement of the
water out of the stomata creates a pull effect, continuing the process of
drawing water up the tree.
Root pressure refers to the osmotic force that drives water up a tree
towards the xylem. Root pressure is greatest when the soil moisture
level is high, and is important during times when transpiration is lowest
(such as during the night).
Capillary action is the ability of a liquid to flow against gravity in a narrow
space when the adhesion of liquid molecules to the walls of a space (like
a tube) is stronger than the cohesive forces between liquid molecules.
Capillary action and root pressure are able to transport water up to a
height of 10 metres, but taller trees depend on the pull created by
transpiration to move the majority of the water through the system.
We see examples of capillary action in water moving up a tree, tear
fluid moving through tear ducts, and water being transferred along a
cloth or paper towel.... Sound familiar?
You guessed it! During our experiment, water moved through the paper
towel from one glass to another through capillary action, just like how
water is transported up a tree! Using food colouring helps illustrate that
water is moving from both glasses.
Fun fact: Plants use less than 10 percent of the water they absorb for
photosynthesis -- the rest is expelled through transpiration.

